Mantle cell lymphoma: a retrospective study on 27 patients. Clinical features and natural history.
Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is a separate histological and clinical entity recently recognized in the new revised European-American Lymphoma Classification. Little information exists regarding its therapy. We report the results of a retrospective study of 27 patients affected by MCL evaluating the clinical characteristics and the results of different therapeutical options used during the period of observation. From 1983 to 1993, we observed 27 patients affected by MCL according to the criteria proposed by European Lymphoma Task Force in a revision of 55 cases classified as NHL E according to Working Formulation (WF) criteria. We analyzed the clinical characteristics, the prognostic factors and the O.S. of these patients. The clinical characteristics of our patients (pts) are similar to those observed in other series: male prevalence, median age 62 years, B symptoms in 9 cases, P.S. > 2 in 11 cases, 3 pts were in stage I and II, 4 in stage III, 20 in stage IV; 18 pts had a bone marrow involvement, 13 pts had spleen enlargement and 14 had extranodal localization; 8 pts had bulky tumor and 5 had LDH above normal. The CR rate was 51.8%, the median O.S. was 43 months, and DFS was 18 months; the pts without bulky disease and with localized disease had a better CR rate. The inclusion of an anthracycline in the regimen did not affect the results. Our results were not divergent from those present in literature. The mantle cell lymphoma is an incurable and highly aggressive disease. Autologous bone marrow transplantation as support of high dose chemotherapy or allogenic bone marrow transplantation may be a chance for some patients, but not for the majority of patients, which are older than 65 years. Studies of a larger series and different therapeutical approaches, i.e. using biological modifiers in association or as maintenance after chemotherapy are essential.